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Purposes for which future piles may be built, as we see 
them now" ' 

1" Primal"ily for the production of 49 or 23, and 
wasting the energy evolved" 

a) Using a chain depending on thermal neutrons, 
and uranium of natural isotopic composition; 
apprOXimately replacing the 25 consumed by 49 0 

(t.Hgner, '(feinberg" Leverett) -

b) Using a "fast" chain and siightly enriched 
uranium for the production of more 49 than 
25 or 49 consumed",or "total utilization 01' 
the uranium" n (Ferr.a.i, Szilard) 

c) Converting 49 into 23, or 25 into 23" 
(rJeinberg, ~agner) 

20 Producing power to be used as heat or mechanical 
energy. (Leverett, economics and types) 

,a) By the thermal chain in UJ."ani um of norlllal 
isotopic comp6sition~ possibly recovering 
the products.. (Wigner" Weinberg, Allison) 

b) By ,the fast chain in slightly enriched uraniumQ 

(Fermi, Szilard) 

c) By the consumption 01' highly concentrated or 
pure 49, 23 or 25. (Fermi) 

d) By the consumption of enriched thorium. 

30 Producing radioactive materials for lU~edical research 
and therapy, and technological research and develop
Llent in g'enel">al. (Allison, !:lUC-SKA-509, Cohn, 
Friednan, Nordheim., Coryell, Turkevich" Broll'ln, 
Dorst) \.' 

4. Using the pile itself as an intense source of 
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Piles of type 1 in the preceding sm~aary, in which the 

evol ved energy is wa.sted, will presums:~ly be built for mili-

tary purposes onlyo The future of such piles depends largely 

on the success or failv~e of the proposed demonstration of 

our product as a'military weapono 

Piles of tJ!pe 3" in which radioactive tracers and other 

produc Jes of scientific and therapeutic interest are produced~ 

seem certain to be built.. The need and importance are so 

obvious that if such enterpr'ises are not supported by the 

government, they surely will be ,undertaken by priva.te founda-

tions .. 

Small piles of' type tl will certa.inly be constructed, 

providing the Government will release the l'>equisite a.rw.ounts 

of 2·5.9 49 or 23 ~ Likely builders are institutes for research 

in physics and chemistry., 

The situation regarding the use of nucleonic power seems 

somewllat more obscure. The scale at which the science and 

teclll101ogy of nucleonics is developed in the near future 

probably will depend on whether 01" not nucleonic power is 

put into use ~ The reElainder of this document is devoted to 

the discussion of possibilities of such power developlUent~ 

II. How much energy and fuel is available? 

Table II-I gives some information on the amount of 

energy available from the chain reaction. The table does 

.' 
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not distinguish between the amounts of energy liberated from 

the fission of 49, 25 or 236 

Table 11-1 

:energy Ava.ilable from the Chain Rea.ction 

Process 

Combustion of 1 kg .. 
coal 

Fission of 1 kgo 23, 
49 or 25 

Fission of all 25 in 
1 kg .. U 

Fission in 1 kg. U enriched 
to P 16 49 until fast chain 
stops at 4 .. 9~~ 49, -kvith 
reproduction factor it less 
than unity 

Energy Release 
(as heat) 

·7,.4 kwh 

21,200~000 1mh 

151,,000 kwh 

0 .. 01!) .... 0.049 

1 - '( 
x. 2411 x 107 Inlh 

Dr,. Pn Morrison has collected for us the available Infor-

mati6n concerning the amount of fissionable material in slghto 

URANIUM r:, 

(a) . In ores of considerable concentration. The es
timates are very conservative and are supposed 
to represent runounts actually located as being 
available in the mineso 

IJocat.i.<?~ 

UoS.A;{Color·ado) . 
Czechoslovakia 
One of f1 ve sites· 

in Belgian Congo 
Canada 
Russia 

% U Content 

I. 
l' 

2Q 
20 - 50 

I - 2 

Conserva.tive total~ about 

Tons U 

5000 
1060 

5000 
5000 
3000 

20,,000 
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(b) General abundance in earth's crust& The 
granitic rocks or the earth's crust contain 
an average of 4 ±, 2 ppm uranium" This :means 
that there are ati least 1014 tons'U in the 
eartht,s Cl"ust ... including 108 ,tons in sea water 
at a cohcentration of 00001 ppmo 

TIIORIIDiI 

Ca) In ores of considerable concentration.. The 
ore is ,almost exelusively monazite sand with 
from 5 to 11% thorium content" 

Location 

UoS.Ae (North Carolina, 
Florida p Idaho) 

Brazil (sea coast} 
British India 
Uetherland Ea.st ;Indies 

Total 

Tons Th 

- 1000 
8000 

150 31 000 
5000 

160",000 

(b) General abundrolce in the earth's cruste 
Thorium is found mostly in se'dir:1entary rocks 
to the extent of 12 ± 4 ppm. 

Uro Zay Jeffries has often called to our attention the fact 

that the estimates given above have little meaning, in that 

the rul1 value of uranium and thorium have never previously 

been recognized. /:I-s the price of'fered,per ton increases, it 

is almost certain that new and large deposits will be located. 
t.:.- " The total production of energy in the United states \ 

was 7.32 x 1012 IDvh in 1941~ Using only the 25 present in 

10,000 tons of uranium actua.lly in sight on the North 

Anlerican continent, the present power level or the United 

states could only be supported for a few monthB. 

"'\"V' {/ I, 0 /1 ~ 
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should the energy be removed and used? 

The power at which the energy can be removed from a 

nucleonic reactor is primarily a technologica~ problem with 

cel"tain rather drastic limitations on the structural materials 

and heat transfer media which can be used. In' our conferences 

at the r,~etallur'gical Laboratory we discussed various methods 

of removal of the power other than removal as heat. Some of 

the methods discussed were as follows: 

(a) Direct removal as electrical enel"'gy derived from 
the laotion of the charged particles emitted in 
fission and from the fission products" 

(b) Electrica.l removal by the Peltier. effect,. i.e q. 

using the energy generated in thermocouples .. 

(c) Using the radiations inside the reactor to drive 
some endothermic chemical reaction (such as 
2H20 ~2H2 + 02 or 2C02 --:,,200 + 0 ) and revel'>sing 
the reaction outside the pile to re80ver the 
energy .. 

The conclusion was reached that the development work 

involved would be so extensive that none of these t'radical" 

methods would supply nucleonic power in the near future. 

Rather it seemed that the most pror.1ising idea was to remove 

the energy as ~ at hig£ temperature~ using a coolant which, 

if 'water~ must be at high pressure, but could possibly be 

di?henyl oxide or a liquid fluorocarbon6 The most promising 

coolant" as elaborated below, seer.led to be a liquid metalo 

Due to thelr high slowing dO'Ym pOVler f'or fast neut,rons J 

or ,their low absol"'ption of l1eutrons~ or thei~ ability to 

create nore neutrons under neutron irradiation, certain 
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materials seem destined to play key roles in promoting the 

chain reactiono Others, because of high neutron or gamma ray 

absorption, seem destined to be used to control the reaction3 

or to shield the reactora These are indicated in Table III-lo 

Table 1II-l 

~6l Ma~eria'1-s in ,:elle Chain Reaction 

A. structural materials, moderators, and heat transfer 
media for reactor construction~ 

I.ietals .... 

Gases . . .. _ .. 

Liquids - ... 

Solids 

UraniUll1, beryllium, alumintml~ bismuth, 
columbium(?) 

Helium, carbon dioxide 

Hater, deuterium oxide, liquid fluorocarbons{?), 
dlphenyl, diphenyl oxide, liquid bismuth 

Uranium oxides, fluoride, carbide" Beryllium 
oxide, graphite~ 

13" Shiel<1ing and controlling ri.lB.terials 0 

Uetals 

LtquJ~' 

Solids 

Iron, lead, cailiaium, thorium 

Hater 

Boron compounds, lithium compounds, masonite 
or other dense, stable materials rich in hydrogen. 
Concrete; special concrete containing baryteso 

IV" Cha.racteristics of proposed nucleonic pow'er plants 

If we confine oUl~selves to the type of plant in which the 

eneI'gy'is removed as heat and converted to mechanical energy 

in a thermal engine, any nucleonic power plant 'Would consist 

of the following parts" 
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(1) A reactor, or pile g in which the chain reaction 
proceeds under control,. 

(2) A shield, probably cooled, to protect personnel 
from pile radiations, and also to act as a re

tor of neutrons back into the reactor~ 

(3) A heat exchanger in \~ich the heat is transfer
red from the pile to the working substance in 
the thermal engine" 

(4) A thermal engine (turbine?) 

It should be noted that at present,no nucleonic reactor 

has as yet been constructed with utilization of the energy as 

the objective.. Table IV-l shows what has been accomplished to 

date in the way of removing this energy .. 

Table IV-l 

Present status of Heat Removal from Nucleonic Reactor's 
{October 9. 1944} 

of Pile 

Air-cooled 
graphi te l~lodera ted 

(Clinton) 

D20 moderated 
cooled by heat 
exchanger 

natel' cooled 
graphite moderated 

(Hanford) 

Heat .removal 
equi valent to 

3000 kw 

300 kw 

38,000 ~ 

How long 
operated 

11 months 

3. months 

5 days 

As regards piles constructed for the conversion of the 

energy to mechanical energy, it 1s hoped that conventional 

designs, with relatively sli@lt modifications, would suffice 

for the heat exch~nGer and the ·therr:lal engine m Some general 

·:-tJ.;: dOCUJDent co"!" t.. ...l.i';')fl ~:Ie nude), 
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COTI1.t'nents on the nucleonic reactor' and its, shield, which are 

novel f'eatures of' such a plant, f'ollowo 

The size of the reactor is deteNuined in some cases by 
------------

critical dimensions for the inception of the chain re-

actions in othe:rs by the limitations of h,eat removal per unit 

volume .. 

A. Piles for consuming normal uranium as in 1-2a. 

lIere the size is determined primarily by the 
cri tical dimensions for the chain reaction, and 
secondarily by the piping and other structural 
material in the pile for the removal of' heat ... 

B.. Piles for consuming pure or highly enl".iched 25, 
49 or 23. 

Here the si ze is determined primarily by the ap'
paratus f'or removing the energy, and the critical 
dimensions f02'" the chain reaction constitute a 
relatively unimportant lower limit. 

Sorae Information about sizes of reactors is given in 

Table IV-2) although in many cases important considerations 

concerning the size do not appearo' 

At the present time it seems that coolants and structural ~ ___ • __ ." ____ t • 

materials must be selected f'rom Table III-I. For powe~ piles, 

it has been stated previously that removal of the heat at 

high temperature is strongly indicated by the increased ef'-

ficiency of conversion. to mechanical energy. If' water or 

deuteriur~ oxide were to be used 1 the corrosion diff'iculties~ 

and the high pressures necessary at, high temperatures seem 

to us to be very f'ormidable difficulties. The only common 

metal with low neutron absorption which can be used for pipes 
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Table IV-2 

Appronmate Sizes f'o~ Various .Types of' Pile 

Type 

Hanford 
101 

Clinton 

IIQ-n.fol"d 
305 

Be 
moderated 

Past chain 

Factors 
In.f1uencine; 
Size 

Heflector,power 
removal 250,000 
kvi., water cooled 

He.flector,3000 kw 
powor removal, 
n.ir cooled 

:(ei'loctorJ) .no 
pO'wer ron.ovn1 
(approx.critical 
size) . 

Ho reflector g 

no cooling 

No reflector" 
in onriched no coolinB 
U 

Homogeneous l·fo refloctor., 
s lll.!"'ry or 

. solution 

t:ontreal 

li.rconne 
CP-3 

Site Y 
Pili to 

19 
solution 

no cooline; 

Power rer.lova.l 
to lO,OOOkw, 
vm.tcr cooling 

Po .... ror removal 
to 300 lew 

.DcO rei'lcctoI' 
no cooline;. 

H20 l"'e.f'lector 
no cooling 

Amount 
of 
Pue1 

200 tons 
'U 

10 tons 
U 

2G tons 
U 

50 tons 
U 

49, 2 tons; 
U " 28 tons 

8 tons 
U 

12 tons 
U 

3.5 tons 
U 

575 Grams 
25 

350 CI'at'lS 
40 

J\.mOlmt 
of 
I\:odera tor 

1000 tons 
C 

460 tons 
C 

300 tons 
C 

50 tons 
Be 

IJo 
moderator 

40 t·ons. 
P-9 . 

16 tons 
P-9 

6 tons' 
P-9 

15. ~G 
. H20 

10 kilos 
I~O 

Approxir.JB. te 
Heactor 
Dimensions 

30' x 30 t x 23' 

21' x 21 t x 21' 

10' ~-: 18' x 18' 

Cylinder 
10 f't .. diameter 
10 ftolong 

Sphere 
46 ft .. diarlleter 

Cylinder 
. ·11 ft.diao.oter 

11 ftolonG 

Cylinder 
8 .. 2 ft .. diametor 
8,,2 ft .. lonG 

Cylinder 
6 ftocliarJ.otcr 
6 ft .. lone 

Sphere 
1 ftqdiatlet()~ 

Gphere 
10 inch <lianotcr 
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in the reactor is aluminum, and thus corrosion and strength 

diff~culties are evident. If materials such as stainless steel p 

steel:J copper, etc., are used in conducting coolants through the 

reactor, a relatively high neutron absorption loss must be 

accepted, which probably can oilly be overcome by the use of 

enriched fuel. The corrosive ef-fects of the fluol"'ocarbons and 

their stabilities under irradiation are not knO\VU to us.. TIe 

anticipate that diphenyl or diphenyl oxide will break dO\m 

'Ltnder neutron bombardment, althouGh it is true' that these 

materials appear extraordinarily resistant in this1"'espect <

compared to other organic compounds (Burton) 6 

A considerable amount of attention'has been given to the 

homogeneous heavy water pile, consisting of a solution or 

slur:;:>y of some uranium compound in heavy watero The Montreal 

group has also considered such a reactor& Certain features, 

such as the simplicity of design of the reactor, which would 

be a large pressure vessel with the solution or slurry boiling 

in it~ are attractive. ~hen further details are investigated, 

such as cil"culatoI'Y pu,,'TI.pS, slurry corrosion, stability of the 

slurry 01'" solution, and gas evolution and recombination, great 

difficulties are foreseen.. Further development of this type 

of pile has been abandoned. (Ohlinger, rJigner, Vernon) 

Our comrni ttee was of the opinion that liquid metal 

coolants, nrunely bismuth or bismuth lead eutectic, look very 

promising. (Szilard, .Foote) Beryllium for piping and 

r- _ 
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structural material (including moderation) is a unique metal 

with respect to the chain reaction. It is a better moderator 

, than graplli te J has a' very low absorption of neutrons, and 

itself acts as a further source of neutrons. A small fraction 

of the program of the l!etallurgical LaboratOl"Y has been devoted 

to following studies, stimulated by these ideas. 

(1) Preparation of beryllium metal from beryllium 
compounds. (Spedding) 

(2) liretallurgy of beryllium--extrus ion, machirlingS\ 
powder metallurgy, etce (Crautz) 

(3) Diffusion of neutrons in beryllium and neutron 
multiplication by beryllium. (Uorrison, Szilard, 
Allison .. Zinn) 

.(4) Compounds between beryllium and uranium, and 
uranium beryllit~ phase diagraru. (Creutz) 

(5) Absorption of neutrons in bismuth, and danger 
coefficient of bismuthc (LevinGer, Anderson) 

(6) Properties of liquid bismuth and b~smuth-lead 
eutectic with respect of corrosion of beryllium, 
etco (Foote, Battelle Foundation) 

The liquid metal coolant would flow through channels in a 

beryllium moderated pile, or through beryllium pipes in a 

graphite moderated pile. T~le heat, taken out 'at temperatures 

close to 5000 C (as has been shown practicable ,in rJ1s1"cury 
.... 

turbines ISeitz~ ) would presm3ably be transferred to some 

conven tional vlorldng fluid (water" mercury" diphenyl oxide) 

in a heat exchanger outside thepil~. Polonium would be 

fOrl:1ed in tile bi smuth and could be recovered if, 'as seems 

lil{sly, commercial or other uses fOl'> it are .found.. (C .. A. 

Thomas, r.'ionsanto Chemical Company) 

..-....,. 
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The circulation of the liquid metal would probably involve 

a pUl~lP development program, although two schemes 'which involve 

no conta.ct betvveen the pump and the hot metal have been ,pro

posed" One is the electrical indu<?tion pump (Szilard)" 

Another is the "pulsating" reactor (Vligner) in vi/hich the liquid 

coolant is oscillated back and forth through the reactor and 

heat exchanger by l':leanS of gas pressure appl,ied alternately at 

two end points of the system. 

A nucleonic reactor operating even on the level of watts 

cannot be approached without physiolo;:;ica.l hazard unless a 

heavy shield is provided" This necessity seeras to linli t 

severely'the types of power plants replaceable by such re

actol"s" Application of nucleonic power directly to airplanes 

and automobiles seems out of the question until new discover

ies in this matter are made. At the present time even a small 

nucleonic reactor delivering interesting amounts of power 

requires on the ol'lder of 100 tons of shield. No novel ideas 

concerning shieJds have arisen. Concrete has proven to be 

the cheapest; but bulkiest shieldo Combination iron and 

masonite shields are expensive and somewhat less bulky.. From 

a scientific but not from a practical standpoint, gold would 

be one of the best shields, due ~o its high density, and'high 

neutron and gamma-ray absorption .. 

v. Concluding remarks 

The chief obstacle to the development and construction of 

'\ 
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a nucleonic power plant is la.ck of a directive or order to 

make oneo It is difficult for engineers or physicists to work 

out the details of .design for a plant which may never be con-

structedo In order to develop nucleonic power the government 

should sponsor the building of a plant to furnish power for a 

specific purpose. One strikine difference from conventional 

plants is, of course, the minute amount of £Uel consumed and 

thus the absence of a tra.nsportation problem for fuel" The 

absence of smoke is a consideration in the appl(ication to the 

heating of large buildings or cities o 

The following are suggestions for government sponsored 

riments in the use of nucleonic power" 

(I) To propel naval vessels (SUbmarines) and ships 
in general. 

(2) To furnish light and power to al."'myp navy, or 
government projects or stations in locations 
l"el";J.ote from fuel supplies 0 (Pearl Harbor I') 
Guad.alcanal, Dutch Harbor) 

(3) ating, light, and power for expe:r'imental 
to'IFms or settlements. (Mats.nuska Valleyp Alaska) 
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